Managing Personal Stress

For those of us that have listened to people who work inside all day or drive around in their vehicles making sales calls say, "You have the best job in the world. All you do is mow grass and soak up the sun in the summer and travel and goof off in the winter." We (golf course superintendents) would probably like to respond with "walk a mile in my shoes." That, however, would not accomplish anything so we smile and keep doing our jobs.

The amount of stress in all of our lives varies. Some people only think of getting their job done, taking care of family and making sure their bills are paid. Others, however, worry about many other things that cause them a lot of stress.

The word STRESS is often used for so many situations that it is hard to understand what a person means when he or she says "I have a lot of stress" or "I'm stressed out." Stress can mean feeling tired or confused. Stress can also mean there is a serious chronic anxiety. The fact that stress can come from many areas of our lives, such as work, home, community, friends and even extended families can make us feel as though we're dealing with a moving target, or worse, that we are the target and the stones are coming from every direction.

Stress is not necessarily harmful. It is a normal reaction, a biological fact of life. The amount of stress we experience within a time period and the way we handle it physically and emotionally determines whether stress becomes harmful.

One way for us to better handle stress is to be able to recognize the stress. Under stress, our bodies usually experience a fairly standard response, consisting of a number of physiological states. Some of them are: increased blood pressure and pulse rate, a heart-pounding feeling in your chest, dilation of the pupils, dry mouth, increased perspiration, muscle tension, fast-shallow breathing, fatigue and boredom. The first eight can be minor and barely noticeable, yet they each take a small toll. If the stressful situation continues, then the last two-fatigue and a sense of boredom-may occur. Not everyone will experience these states. Some of us have a high natural resistance to stress or our stress response may be less noticeable than others.

We need to be able to recognize these reactions in our body so that we can make "an attitude adjustment." One of the best features of working with your attitude is that it is yours alone. No one and nothing else can determine your attitude. You may not always know how you have formed your attitudes, but they probably have been formed by many factors, such as your experience, your beliefs, and your values. Because your attitude is all your own, it is yours to change as you see fit.

Sometimes when we are feeling deeply worried or depressed about an impending task or situation, we may need support, or we may need some time to think about the reasons for the negative feelings, how they started, whether they are reasonable (sort of a reality check), and how to work around them. However, with many day-to-day tasks, when we are doubtful, lacking confidence, worried, or angry, it can be very helpful to simply choose to put the negative feeling aside and decide to be optimistic.

We can not control the weather, we can only work with what we get. We can not control what other people do or say about us in our absence, we can only be ourselves and try not to let it cause so much "stress" that we change who we are. We can, however, try to manage our time so that we are better able to deal with what is handed to us. Some of the ways to accomplish this are: Tackle the toughest projects when you have the most energy, group similar tasks that can be done together, use "idle" time to get things done, delegate, take the time to refresh yourself, make lists and keep on your desk only materials needed to accomplish the day's tasks.

You can reduce your general susceptibility to stress by improving habits and
President’s Message
Mike Gilmore

Finally, the rough mowing is starting to become under control and we are seeing the light at the end of the tunnel and hopefully, it is not a train! The wet weather in early May has made life exciting for those folks who hit out of the fairway and even more exciting for those of us who suffer their wrath. Anyway, I hope your spring has been a good one and the summer is shaping up to be good as well.

The MAAGCS has been lucky to visit two of the Association's top clubs, River Bend in April and Robert Trent Jones in May. Thanks go out to both David Kardos and Glenn Smickley for hosting the Association. River Bend was an excellent event and the golf course and club were excellent. The people at River Bend really went out of their way to make us feel welcome and we appreciate the chance to visit. RTJ was in “President’s Cup” mode for the Superintendent/Pro Tourney and the day was enjoyed by everyone in attendance. Once again, the Association was treated in an outstanding manner by the club and their excellent staff. I am still trying to reach the fairway from the tee, boy, I felt old out there that day! To both David and Glenn, thank you and best wishes and continued success.

We are privileged to be at the Country Club of Maryland in June, with Dave Nehila as our host. Dave promises a great day and it will be fun to visit Towson and enjoy the day. July will bring us to the beautiful town of Denton and the Caroline C C. Jim McHenry will be sure to give us a great golf course and the people at Caroline always treat us well. It is a treat to visit Caroline. Thank you, Dave and Jim for hosting our meetings.

The topic of professionalism is a popular topic in our business today. GCSAA President George Renault, CGCS recently wrote of the efforts being made to help Golf Course Superintendents improve their image in the golf community and the community in which we live. I applaud the efforts being set forth to improve the image and stature of the Golf Course Superintendent. However, I feel strongly that the best way for a Golf Course Superintendent to be considered a professional, and treated as one, is to start at their own club and in their own community.

Your standing and image will be enhanced more by how you carry yourself and the results you produce than by any publication or television show touting professionalism and the image of the Golf Course Superintendent. If your golf course is in poor condition, then no one will care about what they read or what they watch on television, they will only care about what they see on their golf course! If you are unavailable when the golfers are on the course, not seen during peek times, then the assumption will be made that either you are not capable or not on the job. Then the club will be looking for a person who resembles the “image” that we are trying to project as a
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Bullets from the Boardroom
MAAGCS Secretary - Nick Vance, CGCS

Tentatively our monthly meetings for next year (1999) will be at the following locations: Fountain Head Club, Turf Valley Resort (2), Chevy Chase Country Club, Westwood Country Club, Mayo Beach and South River Golf Course for the picnic, Woodmont Country Club, Lowes Island Golf Course and Southview Golf Course. If you do not see your golf course on the list perhaps it is time you contacted the Board of Directors to schedule an event. Finding places to hold our monthly meetings has become very difficult and your help is appreciated.

By the time this newsletter gets to you the new Directory will be at the printer or maybe even in the mail. As noted in all the dues statements that went out, if your dues are not current at the time of this printing, you will be dropped from the listing.

The Social and Benevolence Committee is in the process of putting together a CASINO NIGHT for our September “Ladies Night” event. All the details have not been finalized yet, but it looks like a fun evening.

The dates and topics for the December seminars at Turf Valley have been approved. On December 8th we will have an "Employee Safety Training" seminar and on December 9th the topic will be "Maximizing Job Satisfaction." The Board of Directors decided to try two one day seminars to give those persons that can not get away for two days in a row a chance to take at least one day of education.

The MAAGCS Web Page is still moving forward at a pretty good pace. The Committee has put together a site that would include a calendar of events, membership information, announcements, turf links and much more. We will keep you informed of the progress and let you know when we go “on line”.

Stress
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practices. Setting goals, managing your time, and organizing your tasks enable you to work more efficiently and with less frustration.

Stress management refers to the process of reviewing your life and your habits and determining what you can change to reduce long-term stress and to make your life more enjoyable. Life will always present stress, but if you have laid a ground work of healthy attitude and reduced susceptibility to stress, you will find the stress that does arise easier to handle.

Managing stress and maintaining your productivity is not a one-time endeavor or a short-term project. It is an ongoing, lifelong process.
1998 GCSAA Leadership

Mid-Atlantic Association of Golf Course Superintendents is well represented on the national level. George Renault, CGCS of the Burning Tree Club is the 1998 GCSAA President. The following is a list of the MAAGCS members that serve on GCSAA committees. Please feel free to contact the appropriate committee member to voice your questions, opinions, and concerns.

**Certification Committee**  
John Kotoski, CGCS - The Suburban Club

**Chapter Relations Committee**  
Harold Parr, CGCS - Traditions Golf Club

**Communications Committee**  
Walter Montross, CGCS - Westwood Country Club

**Education Committee**  
Joe Emanuel, CGCS - Hurstbourne Country Club

**Election Committee**  
Ken Ingram, CGCS - Bretton Woods Rec. Center

**Government Relations Committee**  
Steve Cohoon, CGCS - Southview Golf Course  
Jim Loke, CGCS - Bent Creek Country Club

**Historical Committee**  
Lee Dieter, CGCS  
Joseph Duich, PhD - Penn State University

**Membership Committee**  
Timothy McMahon - Burning Tree Club

**Membership Standards Committee**  
George Renault, CGCS - Burning Tree Club

**Nominating Committee**  
Nick Vance, CGCS - Rattlewood Golf Course

**Research Committee**  
George Thompson, CGCS - The C. C. of N C

**Scholarship Committee**  
Ken Ingram, CGCS - Bretton Woods Rec. Center

**Student Resource Group**  
Andrea Bakalyar

**Tournament Committee**  
Nick Vance, CGCS - Rattlewood Golf Course

---

**Wherever Great Golf is Played, You’ll Find Our Name.**  
**G.L. Cornell Company**  
Distributors of fine quality golf course equipment in the Mid-Atlantic region since 1936

**Club Car**  
Gaithersburg  
1-800-492-1373

**Rain Bird**  
Richmond  
1-800-333-8699

**Jacobsen**
I was on the phone last week with a florist, on the eve of Secretary's Day, when I began to chuckle to myself about what I was doing. I wondered if anyone would be surprised that a Golf Course Superintendent was ordering flowers on Secretary's Day for their secretary, or in our case, our "Administrative Assistant." But the more I thought about it, the more I wondered why all of us were not doing the same thing.

When you got to any of the local suppliers, General Manager's office, or any other office where business is conducted, there is someone there who greets you and helps you find your way or announce your arrival. When someone comes to the Superintendent's office, what do they find? Too often they find an empty office and no sign of when anyone will return. When you call the office of a Golf Course Superintendent, how often do you get an answering machine? As a Superintendent, how often do you get to check your messages, much less return calls? These are questions that are probably asked on a regular basis. I strongly believe that the answer to these problems are obvious. You need someone who can answer the phone, greet visitors, be a central point for communication, and do a lot of the paper work that bogs us down, when we need to be on the golf course (not to mention where we would rather be)!

I have been fortunate to have had an Administrative Assistant for the past two years and there is not a day that goes by that I don't think how much harder my job would be without her. The biggest worry I had going to the GM's office two years ago to discuss hiring this person was not how much was I going to pay this position, but convincing him that this was a vital need for our operation. It was amazing to him that I, a Groundskeeper, needed a secretary. After a brief period of silence and a stunned look on his face, we had a conversation on the value of this position. I pointed out some things that I felt were the obvious reasons and he had to agree. I said that I am always reminded that my budget was the biggest in the operation, that my salary was the highest and how important the golf courses were to our business. If all of these are true, what would you rather have me spend my time on? Should I be riding the courses, supervising the staff and agronomic programs, meeting with members, and managing my department, or should I spend my time filling out vacation request forms, chasing down a price or a delivery ticket for a $15.00 shovel, answering phones, doing schedules, filing, placing generic orders, waiting for a call back on something that is not really that important and in general, be a prisoner of my office? With a budget that is steaming towards a couple of million dollars and 1,000 acres to

---

The New "Assistant"

by Michael J. Gilmore

---
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Our first tournament of the year was a points tournament at River Bend Country Club. In response to feedback from our focus group sessions last December, pairings for the tournament were determined by blind draw. This format seemed to have been very well received.

Kudos to Dave Kardos and his staff for the excellent condition of the golf course. Thanks, also to Head Golf Professional Roger Mack and his staff for all of their help. In an unprecedented move, Roger donated $150.00 toward prizes for the event. Sponsors for the golf tournament were: G. L. Cornell, Zeneca, The Scotts Co., Summit Hall, Newsom Seed, and Finch Turf Equipment. Thank you for your continued support of the MAAGCS.

The day’s winners were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Net</th>
<th>Gross</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st - Michael King (+2)</td>
<td>1st - Bob Katula (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd - Steve Cohoon (-1)</td>
<td>2nd - Paul Tideman (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd - Jeff Michel (-1)</td>
<td>3rd - Phil Davidson (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th - Mike Evans (-2)</td>
<td>4th - Glenn Smickley (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th - Tim Haines (-2)</td>
<td>5th - Dave Horton (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th - Nick Vance (-3)</td>
<td>6th - Bill Shirk (24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Closest to the Hole:

- #3 - Joel Simmons
- #7 - Tim Norris
- #10 - Steve Cohoon
- #13 - Steve Cohoon
- #17 - Paul Tideman

Gross:

- Bob Katula (32)
- Paul Tideman (28)
- Phil Davidson (27)
- Glenn Smickley (27)
- Dave Horton (26)
- Bill Shirk (24)

Long Drive:

- #9 - Kevin Atkinson

---

**V.I.P.® II Ryegrass Blend**

- In Stock for Immediate Delivery
- Top-performing Varieties from Turf Merchants
  - Manhattan 3 - MD-VA Recommended
  - Affinity - MD-VA Recommended
  - Allaire II - New, Improved
- Apron Treated for Early Planting
- Certified Mix

To Order Call: Newsom Seed

Strick Newsom 800-553-2719  
Sam Kessel 888-282-5295  
Jim Claxton 800-441-4740

Allen Bohrer Fax 301-762-9544  
Fax 703-242-6430  
Fax 410-531-2863
UNIPAR® CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS

UNIPAR sands, blends and mixes offer builders and superintendents a complete line of golf construction and maintenance products to better manage operating costs, optimize turf care programs and enhance overall course presentation. Every UNIPAR product is produced in a statistically controlled industrial environment for superior performance and predictable results.

- Root Zone Mixes
- Bunker Sands
- Top-Dressing Sands
- Drainage Media

Unipar® sands, blends and mixes are produced at our facilities in New Jersey, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia and are available through our network of local distributors. For additional product information and availability contact:
Unimin Corporation
258 Elm Street, New Canaan, CT 06840 USA
Customer Service: 800-243-9004 Fax: 800-243-9005

Assistant
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cover, not to mention the housing and hotel additions, etc., he was convinced that I had a point.

Not every Golf Course Superintendent has 54 holes, 65-70 employees, a diverse golfing clientele and 1,000 acres, but in relation to the size of your operation, all of these things are true for you as well. The expectations placed on the Golf Course Superintendent today have grown by leaps and bounds. The tools to meet the growth on the agronomic side of the game have been growing as well to help us meet the challenges. However, on the administrative side, we are way behind. From having a secretary to working in a maintenance building that dates this century, the owners and members of the clubs seem to have forgotten the “back of the house.” I firmly believe that if the people who sign your checks were to spend a couple of days with you, they would appreciate this need. Watching the juggling act that is required to handle all of the demands that you are faced with, they would find a way to take some of the burden from you and free you up to do what they hired you to do and that is to be the Golf Course Superintendent.

How do you fit this in your budget? I would ask you to think what would be a bigger value to you, a nine month seasonal employee who uses a weed whacker and seems to be getting lost in the woods on a regular basis, or someone who takes the paperwork out of your hands, can screen calls, make calls, arrange appointments, and always be there as the center of information? In my mind there is no choice. I am more effective on the golf course. I am absolutely horrible when it comes to paperwork. Amazingly enough, there are people who call that I really do not want to speak to, for whatever reason. I have reduced by required time in the office by at least 50% and that helps me do my job 100% better. I am not afraid to hire someone who is strong in areas that I am not. If they help the operation and help me in retaining gameful employment, they are more than welcome. My Administrative Assistant does that and has been possibly the best hire I have made! I have excellent Assistant Golf Course Superintendents and they are effective because they too are on the golf course, not stuck in the office. They come and they go that’s the nature of the business but, an Administrative Assistant will probably last longer.

While the cost in hiring a good person for this job might be a bit higher than the nine month employee, the return will far exceed the investment if you have a quality person in the office. Whether you are at a public course or the top private clubs, this position can only help you be a better Golf Course Superintendent. I hope that more people will get the opportunity to order flowers, or buy lunch, (or if you are smart, both) for our Administrative Assistant next year on SECRETARY’S DAY!
News & Notes

New Members

Class A
Ron Diefenthaler, CGCS
Tom Lipscomb
David F. Schingel

Class B
Raymond T. Nash

Class C
Bradley Files
Edward Galeno
Tom Gravl
Bill Overman
Barry C. Pearre
Brett R. Post

Class D
Thomas H. Wunch

Class F
David Mattes
David E. Shanley
Mary Thum
Jeff Waters
Joel Weiman

Class A
Hunt Valley Golf Club
P. B. Dye Golf Club
South Riding Golfers Club

Class B
Crofton Country Club

Class C
Fawn Lake Country Club
Argyle Country Club
Hillendale Country Club
Army Navy C C - Fairfax
River Downs Golfer’s Club
Washington Golf &C C

Class D
Chevy Chase Club

Class F
TSG Services
Telemark, Inc.
Egypt Farms
Shemin Nurseries, Inc.
McDonald & Sons

Get Well Wishes
To Debbie List wife of Tom List, CGCS recovering from back surgery.
To Cheryl Gaultney recovering from foot surgery.
To Sarah Potter wife of Steve Potter recovering from recent surgery.

Condolences
To the family of Karen and Nick Vance, CGCS please forgive the misspelling of their son, Jeff Quigg’s name.

Reroutings
Mike Mueller is now at Herndon Golf Course
Steve Nash, CGCS, is now at Hidden Creek Country Club
Kevin Smith is now at Lakewood Country Club
Tom Tokarski is now at Norbeck Country Club
Jefre Tschudi is now at White Plains Golf Course
Jim Wacher is now at Watchman Group
Lentz Wheeler is now at Springfield Country Club

Certifications
Congratulations to Harlyn Goldman, CGCS, of Great Hope Golf Course upon his certification.

Congratulations to Turf Graduates
Mike Perry
Brett Post

Calendar of Upcoming Events

July 14th
July 15th
August 11th
September 18th

Caroline Country Club
Maryland Turfgrass Research Field Day
Family Picnic - Mayo Beach
Ladies Night
President
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profession. Use the materials that are out there to help enhance your image and standing in the club, but it is more important that you use yourself as the main tool to improve.

The opportunity to exhibit professionalism and keep a good “image” is to act professionally when attending meetings with your peers and your vendors. When you make a reservation, honor it. When a vendor hosts a meeting and is providing a meal, they have to pay for the people that guarantee. Is it professional to make a reservation for these meetings and then not bother to show up or call? The answer to all of these should be obvious. How we conduct ourselves when we are representing our club and our profession will determine how we are perceived and treated in the business and in the community. It all starts with you!

Keep an eye out for an update on the new legislation that will impact your nutrient management program, if you are in Maryland. We will be attending a meeting in Annapolis on June 4 to be briefed on what will be required to comply with this new law. There will be space in the next newsletter dedicated to trying to explain what you need to know. Once again, I want to acknowledge the efforts of Mark Schlossberg, Lou Rudinski, and Steve Potter in keeping us informed and working, under the MAGI banner, to keep us out of the line of fire as best as possible. If you all had any clue how much time was spent by this group, especially Mark, you would be grateful to them and be willing to help out when called upon.

I hope that your season will continue to be a good one. If you have any questions or comments please feel free to call.
Project Scheduling and Time Management

by Walter Montross, CGCS

As with most of you I sometimes feel that there are never enough hours in the day or week to accomplish the demands placed upon us. Besides the normal golf course maintenance practices, there is always a long list of projects that we need to get done. I consider course set up, mowing, trimming and bunker raking as normal maintenance demands. I know that these will be done on a set schedule and I budget the necessary man power on a daily basis to complete these tasks. Everything else then becomes a project, things as simple as weeding a flower bed and edging bunkers, to much more involved projects such as construction, all are considered projects. All of these require man power and a certain amount of time to complete. This is a fairly simple explanation and we all do this all the time. What I think many don’t do, is to create a plan. I know that I have a tendency to try to do too much at one time. Earlier in my career I would start a project, notice something else that needed to be done and start working on that also. Inevitably, I had too many projects going and nothing was getting finished in a timely manner. This created the perception to the membership that I wasn’t running an efficient ship. I was also wearing out the staff by pushing them hard and of course, I was generating too much overtime in a vain effort to do it all. During those early years I had a wonderful Greens Chairman who pointed out the error of my ways. He suggested that I prioritize the projects, make a list and adhere to it until the project(s) were done. He also suggested that it was important to be realistic in the time demands of a particular project and to not set the schedule much more than a week in advance. I must clarify that I am not talking about work that is contracted out, unless there will be crew involvement at some point.

The following is a procedure that I have used for many years to help me set a schedule. The first thing you must do is identify what needs to be done. This sounds pretty reasonable but membership demands may take priority over what you want to do or what you think needs to be done. Secondly, I try to only look out about 1-2 weeks in advance, anything longer than that will get changed, I guarantee it. I then write everything down and try to budget how much time and man power something will take and lastly, I prioritize the list. Based on the time and man power demands I then look at my weekly schedule and fit in only what I have a reasonable expectation to get finished during the week. Now you might say to yourself many projects will take longer than a week to finish. I still set a goal of how much of that project we should finish and I write it down. For example, we may be involved with a drainage project that will take a couple of weeks. If we do not finish the project it becomes the priority the following week and everything else is adjusted accordingly. I also create an “open ended” schedule of projects that will be done sometime in the future. There are some weeks that we have as many as 10-15 small projects scheduled and some weeks that we might only work on one thing. If we are successful in completing something ahead of schedule we simply move on to “open
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Addition of calcium to the soil by traditional means is not usually efficient or effective in treating the calcium deficiency of turfgrass. Once applied, the common forms of liming materials can rapidly change to compounds that are insoluble in water and not readily available to the plant. Continuous applications over long time periods are necessary to effect even modest improvements in calcium uptake.

Quelan-Ca is a newly available amino acid chelated calcium product that corrects calcium deficiencies in turfgrass upon application. Quelan-Ca provides readily available calcium chelated with amino acids so that it is easily absorbed by the leaves and/or the roots of the plant regardless of most soil and water conditions. The unique formulation of amino acids used for chelation was developed not only to facilitate absorption by the leaves and roots, but to increase mobility of the calcium within the plant as well.

Quelan-Ca is normally applied as a foliar spray and may also be applied through fertigation. Either way, it is tank-mix compatible with herbicides, soluble fertilizers, insecticides, fungicides and plant growth regulators. It will even help improve the efficiency of most of these treatments by increasing their absorption and translocation within the plant.

Best of all, Quelan-Ca is economical to use and it protects the environment.

Quelan-Ca — a true systemic. It's new...it's unique...and nothing else works quite like it!

For more information about Quelan-Ca call Nutramax Laboratories at: 800-925-5187

For more information about Quelan-Ca call Nutramax Laboratories at: 800-925-5187
QUELANT™-Ca is an amino acid chelated calcium product developed to correct calcium deficiency of turfgrass and other plants. The calcium chelated with amino acids in QUELANT™-Ca is readily available and easily absorbed by the leaves and/or roots of the plant regardless of most environmental and soil conditions. The amino acids used not only increase absorption of calcium, but also enhance the translocation of this essential macronutrient to growing points of the plant. These biologically active, free L-α amino acids also improve photosynthesis and offer maximum protection from stress.

APPLICATIONS:
QUELANT™-Ca can be applied as a foliar spray or through fertigation. A faster response will be observed when QUELANT™-Ca is foliar applied, but it is important to wet uniformly the entire leaf until runoff. This product should be used to prevent and control calcium deficiency in the plants and maintain turfgrass leaf turgidity and quality.

DOSAGE
Apply 1-2 oz. per 1000 sq. ft. every 15-20 days or 3 oz. per 1000 sq. ft. when needed to correct a deficiency. Increase dosage and irrigation water when treating unfavorable soil conditions.

OBSERVATIONS:
QUELANT™-Ca is environmentally safe and non-phytotoxic. It is tank mix compatible with normally used agrochemical products. Applied together, QUELANT™-Ca improves the efficiency of these treatments by increasing their absorption and translocation within the plant.

GUARANTEED ANALYSIS:
Nitrogen (N) ........................................................................................................5%
Calcium (Ca) .....................................................................................................8%
Boron (B) .........................................................................................................0.2%
Free Amino Acids (Total) ..................................................................................4.5%
Natural Amino Acids (Total) ............................................................................6.1%
Organic Matter ..................................................................................................6.8%

QUELANT™-Ca is an economical and environmentally sound approach to correct calcium deficiency and improve turfgrass quality.

For more information please contact:

nutramax
AGRICULTURE DIVISION
1 (800) 925-5187
Product Guide

- **ISOLITE®**
- **ZeoPro™**
- **Menefee Humate™**
  granular, wsp
- **EcoSoil Systems, Inc.**
  Bioject®
  *Granulars*
  6-2-12 greens grade
  10-2-8
- **Liquids**
  Eco K+ 1-0-23
  Eco Calex 1-0-0 w/7 Ca
  Lex - Liquid Energy Xtract
  Eco Mag
  Eco Mix
  Eco N+ 24-0-0
  Eco Phos 2-20-0
  Eco Iron
  Eco Gro 4-0-4
  Eco Active
  Eco Sil
- **Unimin/Morie Co.**
  Topdressing Materials
  Divot/Tee Mixes
  Root Zone Mixes
  Bunker/Topsoil/Mat Sand
- **Environmental Systems**
  CleanRack®
  HazMat Buildings
  Fuel Vaults
- **Stormy Acres, Inc**
  Bentgrass Sod
- **Calcium Carbonate**
- **Calcium Nitrate**
- **O’Malley’s**
  Mulch
- **Orgro**
- **Growth Products**
  Professional Liquid
  Fertilizers and Micronutrients
- **Quill-Tuft™**
  Range Mats
  Logo Mats
  Bridge Matting
- **Allen-Air Cushion Mowers**
- **Kirby Yardage Markers**
- **Covertech**
  Turf Covers
- **ISTRC**
  Core Testing
- **Injectpro**
  Fertigation System

200-F Penrod Court • Glen Burnie, Maryland 21061
Reservations & Golf Policies
by Mike Legere, CGCS

Over the winter a copy of the reservation and golf policies, that have gone into effect, were sent to all members of the Mid-Atlantic Association of Golf Course Superintendents. Starting with the June meeting at Country Club of Maryland these policies will be strictly enforced. If you have not made a reservation by the deadline set, you will not be permitted to attend. Members who appear without a reservation will be asked politely to leave.

The Association is responsible to the hosting club for accurate counts given for meals. When members walk in without a reservation, especially during a sit down meal, clubhouse staff may be unprepared to service these extras. It creates last minute havoc that is unnecessary at that function. The same holds true when a member calls the morning of a meeting, expecting to play golf, without making a reservation before the deadline. It throws a last minute wrench into the planning for that day’s event that is not necessary.

We are all busy professionals that expect to have appointments made, kept or canceled by visitors to our golf courses. It is time to show the same professional courtesy to your Association and make or cancel reservations on time. The permanent RSVP list is an alternative to assure you have a reservation for a meeting (golf reservations must still be made), but it is your responsibility to cancel if not attending or you will be billed.

Let’s all make a conscientious effort to make reservations by the deadlines, and have a great season!!!

Project Scheduling
continued from page 10

ended” projects. One other trick that works for me is to create the schedule at a calm point in the day. I find it difficult to schedule things rationally when the shop is busy or I am trying to deal with all the catastrophes that seem to be happening. I find the time on Monday morning after the crew is out of the shop as the best time to write down and try to arrange a schedule.

The most important part of any plan is to stick to it. Of course, with any plan the unexpected does occur and you may find yourself juggling things. However, you simply move back to your schedule when you can. Lastly, I try to utilize bulletin boards in the clubhouse to apprise the membership of our plans. This also forces us to stay on task.

Your Ultimate Tee Line Solution!

- **Tired** of trying to keep grass on your tee line?
- Are your **members tired of rubber** golf mats?
- Let **Short Game Greens** install a realistic, durable, 2-inch pile **sand-filled synthetic turf tee line**.
- It’s low maintenance, and **your members will thank you**!

Call Rob Thomsen or Steve Garner today for an **estimate** or to arrange for a **demonstration**.

Tel.: 703-281-3412 Fax: 703-242-1137

**Also Available:**
Golf greens for off-season putting and chipping, and for residential applications; driving range mats; synthetic turf for high-traffic areas
I am sure most golf courses on the Eastern Shore have plenty of fresh clean irrigation water to use this summer. No salts. No sodium. No pfisteria. I suspect, however, there are a few golf courses that may have some water quality problems and Hog Neck happens to be one of them. I found out that trying to understand what was important on a water analysis report wasn’t always clear. At least not until I took the GCSAA Irrigation Water Quality seminar taught by Dr. Clark Throssell from Purdue University and Dr. David Kopoc from the University of Arizona. The following is an attempt to summarize that seminar and hopefully make your water testing a little less testy.

The main components of water quality are salt concentration, sodium hazard, bicarbonate content, toxic ion concentration, and pH. The last two, toxic ions and pH, rarely cause problems. Chlorine and boron are usually cited as the problem ions but turfgrasses are quite tolerant to them. A pH range of 6.5 to 8.4 is recommended for turf but not much is known on its effects on turf growth. However, a higher pH can signal other problems such as elevated sodium and bicarbonate levels.

Salt concentration and sodium levels seem to cause the most problems in our area. The potential of water to move from an area of low salt concentration to high salt concentration can starve a plant of water. This occurs when the salt content in the soil solution is higher than in the root of the plant and the water will not move into the root system. Sodium affects the soil structure by taking over sites occupied by calcium and magnesium on individual particles. The soil will defloculate, losing large pore space and begin to tighten up. This can also occur when bicarbonate levels are extremely high in irrigation water. The bicarbs combine with calcium and magnesium to form carbonates. When they leave their sites on the soil particle, the sodium takes their place and comprises the soil structure.

Salt concentration, sodium levels, and bicarbonate levels are the blood and guts of your water analysis. The units these three are measured in may differ depending on your lab. Salt concentration is measured by electrical conductivity (EC) and/or total dissolved solids (TDS). The units for conductivity are decisiemens per meter (dSm-1) or millimhos (mmhos cm-1). These units are equal meaning 1 dSm-1 is equal to 1 mmhos cm-1. The same is true for TDS in which the units, part per million (ppm) or milligrams per liter (mg/l), are equal. If you wish to convert from TDS to EC or back the conversion factors for salt concentration is as follows: TDS x .0016 = EC or EC x 640 = TDS.
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Golf course superintendents like yourself are making plans to get their courses in top shape for the new season. And irrigation is at the top of their lists. Century golf professionals can show you how to maintain a highly-playable course, and can help solve any irrigation or drainage problems. They can also show you what’s new in clubhouse landscape lighting, water features and more. Call today for a FREE catalog and on-site consultation: 800-347-4272.

Controller Board Repairs
Call Century when you need controller board repairs for Rain Bird and Toro golf controllers. Replacement boards can be shipped within 24 hours. Call 888-855-9132.

SyncroFlo Pumps
An efficient pump station can solve many irrigation problems. Century now offers the SyncroFlo Eagle Series, the premier system for golf courses.

Aqua Master Fountains
Improve water quality with an aerating fountain. Century can also show you how to create water features from existing streams or ponds.

SPRINKLERS • VALVES • CONTROLLERS • FOUNTAINS • PUMP STATIONS • CONTROLLER SERVICE REPAIR

Century Golf
Control water, labor and energy costs with a Legacy irrigation system. Century is your local distributor with a complete line of rotors, valves and controllers.

Legacy Golf

With Irrigation Supplies from

Century Golf Professionals - NJ/DE/MD / PHIL DEMARCO 800-642-3706
JOE PORCELLO 800-642-3706

Bethesda Country Club has recently become the 134th in the world, the first private club, and the third Maryland golf course recognized by Audubon International as a Certified Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary. Four years have passed since BCC entered the Cooperative Sanctuary program, and finally achieving full certification has given those of us who have been involved from the beginning a strong sense of accomplishment. I have been pleased to find that increasing our environmental consciousness has not meant sacrificing quality playing conditions. Indeed, the course has become more beautiful and more interesting with the addition of naturalized areas containing unmowed native grasses and wildflowers. These areas have earned us many compliments from our members, and our ever expanding nest box program has generated many questions about the new bird species inhabiting the golf course.

If you have considered joining the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary System, you may know that full certification entails satisfying requirements in five categories: Water Quality Management, Wildlife and Habitat Management, Integrated Pest Management, Water Conservation and Outreach and Education. Considering the time and effort required simply to keep a golf course green and playable, the above list looks imposing. Some of the categories represent additional learning and different management techniques that can cut into our time, take away more of our already overextended budgets. But, taken in pieces and spread out over several years, satisfying Audubon’s expectations becomes an attainable goal. The reward is not just a more beautiful and environmentally sensitive place for golf and work, but our efforts within this program add to the growing body of evidence that golf courses can be maintained without polluting the environment. Data collected from required water testing will help superintendents argue that water quality can benefit from the filtering effects of turfgrass, and, particula-
Audubon Sanctuary

against summertime drought, and since a drier course can play better than an over watered one, most courses are probably in good shape here. We couple judicious water use with aeration, spiking and wetting agents for better penetration, and we use individually controlled sprinkler heads, part circle heads and lots of hand watering for precise water placement.

Integrated Pest Management came next, and this is another area where many clubs are already active. For several years, those of us working at BCC have been trying to reduce total pesticide output along with reducing overall levels of pesticide toxicity. Pyrethrin based insecticides such as Merit, Tempo, and Tolstar offer a safer approach to insect control, and we have had some success applying bacteria with the Bioject system to help control brown patch, pythium and dollar spot. Using organic and slow release fertilizers, and applying soluble nutrient sources at low rates has helped us closely regulate turf growth and control fertilizer runoff. Reliance on drought, disease and insect resistant grasses helps, as does pruning and thinning of tree stands for better air movement across greens and fairways. The turf on our fifteenth green was thin because of the surrounding trees, but there was noticeable improvement several weeks after installing two fans to improve air circulation. None of these practices are new or radical, and I believe many clubs would find that they would already be well positioned for certification in this category.

Although public concern over pesticide use is what attracts legislative attention, golfers will be most aware of any efforts regarding Wildlife and Habitat Management. Members may not know the fine points of our irrigation or pesticide programs, but they certainly notice naturalized areas of native grasses and wildflowers and the various birds populating the nest boxes. Establishing Bethesda’s naturalized areas took some experimenting, but the additional colors and textures beautifully set off the rest of the course and regularly draw compliments from our members. Our nest boxes have increased the Bluebird population, and have attracted Purple Martins and Tree Swallows, two species that we didn’t see before erecting the boxes. The high grasses and Blue Flag Irises near our pond have brought in Red-winged Blackbirds, and the seeds available in our scattered stands of wildflowers are popular with American Goldfinches. Recently installed thistle seed feeders were serving a steady stream of Goldfinches and House Finches within a day of going up. The last two years we have been fortunate to have Great Horned Owls nesting in Eastern White Pines alongside our third and eleventh holes, and this year we were pleasantly surprised when a snapping turtle chose to lay her eggs within ten feet of our seventeenth green. The turtle’s nest cavity is under a thick protective layer of turf that has been posted as ground under repair, and we are hoping to witness the emergence of the young turtles by the end of June. Wildlife and Habitat Management will take some planning, but most courses have out of play areas suitable for experimentation with native grasses and wildflowers, and the changes can be implemented over several years. For information on nest boxes, I would recommend Mike Donovan’s article that appeared in the Spring ‘98 Turfgrass Matters.

The Water Quality Management category goes hand-in-hand with the careful application of fertilizers and pesticides. Audubon’s concerns center on regular water testing, vegetative buffers for streams and ponds, and on controlling rinse water from equipment wash pads.
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The sodium hazard is determined by the sodium absorption ratio (SAR). This represents the proportion of sodium to calcium and magnesium. When the SAR increases so does the sodium hazard and the soil begins to tighten. The third factor in evaluating your water analysis is residual sodium carbonate (RSC). This figure you will have to determine on your own using values provided in your test results. The RSC compares the amount of carbonates and bicarbonates in your water to the amount of calcium and magnesium in the water. When the carbs and bicarbs are higher, they will pull Ca++ and Mg++ from the soil creating space for Na+ to attach itself. The formula for RSC is \((\text{carbonates} + \text{bicarbonates}) - (\text{Ca}^++ + \text{Mg}^++) = \text{RSC}\). All values are measured in milliequivalents per liter (meq 1-1). For example, one of my test results read calcium 0.81, magnesium 0.73, carbonates 0, bicarbonates 2.64. The result is \(2.64 - (8.1 + .73) = 1.1 \text{ meq 1-1}\).

So what does all this mean? By taking the three values for salt concentration, SAR and RSC we can determine the suitability of a water source for irrigation. The charts below can be used as guidelines to interpret your water analysis.

**Electrical Conductivity as mmhos cm-1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Hazard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 0.25</td>
<td>low hazard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25 - 0.75</td>
<td>medium hazard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75 - 2.25</td>
<td>high hazard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 2.25</td>
<td>very high hazard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sodium Hazard as SAR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Hazard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 10</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - 18</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-26</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 26</td>
<td>very high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Residual Sodium Carbonate as meq 1-1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Hazard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 - 1.25</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25 - 2.5</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 2.5</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other factors that may affect your water quality include suspended solids (silt and clay) which can impede infiltration and pesticide contamination which is rare and quite expensive to test for. Salt, sodium, and carbs/bicarbs are the backbones of your water testing. With these factors understood, it is easier to understand what you are dealing with and how to address any problems with your water supply.

Management practices for salt affected water include using salt tolerant grasses, improving drainage, leaching excess salts, and blending a poor quality water with a better quality water. Dealing with sodium also includes water blending as well as the use of soil amendments like sulfur and calcium compounds to remove sodium for the soil particle and allow Ca++ and Mg++ to take its place. Strategies for water with a high RSC value are the same as high sodium water but also includes acid injection to the irrigation system.

Hopefully, this will shed a little light on the complexities of a water analysis report. I would strongly recommend taking the Water Quality Seminar. In retrospect, I think it would be extremely beneficial to take one of your own lab reports to the seminar. Numbers seem to mean more when they are your own.

---

**Sanctuary**

Continued from page 16

The water testing can be done in house, or through an outside company. The testing offers the golf industry an opportunity to amass data from many clubs that can be used to demonstrate the public and local legislative bodies that golf courses don't contaminate ground or surface waters.

The last category, Outreach and Education, focuses on disseminating information to members and the general public on the golf industry's responsible reaction to environmental concerns. At Bethesda we have put together bulletin board displays, issued an informational brochure and sponsored Travilah Elementary School in Audubon International's Cooperative Sanctuary Program for schools. We would like to eventually have guided tours or nature walks for members and school children, and we are hoping for some positive publicity in the local press. Publicizing this type of program would reflect well on golf in general.

Helping Bethesda Country Club receive certification as an Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary has been very satisfying, but the real reward comes when I ride around the course. I feel good knowing we are working hard to avoid contaminating our water supplies, and I am happy we are supplying a good home for wildlife, but I am also pleased with how much better the course looks. The wildflowers are beautiful, and to watch a dozen Goldfinches suddenly fly up from feeding and quickly scatter always makes me smile. They weren't even here several years ago.
The Greenskeeper’s Blues
by Bill Steedman, contributed by Merrill J. Frank, CGCS

The feats of golf’s anointed in this enlightened age
Are spread with care meticulous upon the printed page.
We read of Pro and Champion - and of some less-gifted chaps
Who break into the 60s (with aid of handicaps),
But it’s really quite unlikely that you’d recognize the name
Of one who does as much as they to help along the game.
I mean the guy who grows the grass, the man behind the scenes,
That unobtrusive character - the Keeper of the Greens.
He needs a milder temper than the meekest of the saints,
The only times he hears from us are when he hears complaints:
The pins are here instead of there; the rough’s too rough, and oft
The greens at once are far too fast, too slow, too hard, too soft.
His name is mentioned only when we put him on the pan-
When cheers are being handed out, he’s Golf’s Forgotten Man.

Before the sun’s first level rays strike o’er the dewy lea
He’s sweeping greens, or raking traps, or marking off each tee,
But you seldom run across him, for he keeps out of your way
For fear he might commit the crime of interrupting play.
A part from human contacts he spends his toilsome days,
A man whom there are few to know, and fewer still to praise.
Still, as you proudly view, or stride across those verdant scenes,
Just think, where you would be without the Keeper of the Greens!
Patrons listed on this page are supporting our Association. You are encouraged to support them.

ACE NURSERIES/ACE TREE MOVERS
Specializing in select nursery material & tree moving for the golf course industry. Serving the entire Mid-Atlantic region with 20 years experience in the golf course environment. Pre-construction moves, screening, memorial trees. ISA Certified Arborist. www.acetremovers.com
Jeff Miskin (800) 258-4ACE
Mike Cunningham (301) 285-0008

ALDINO SOD FARMS, INC.
Providing top quality turfgrass sod since 1950. Maryland State certified bluegrass & Fescue, 609 Buffalo grass, and coming soon, Omni Zoysia
(410) 734-4100 or (410) 879-8277

AULT, CLARK & ASSOCIATES, LTD
Golf Course Architectural Design & Consultant Services
Brian T. Ault
Thomas E. Clark (301) 942-0716

CENTREVILLE SOD GROWERS
Bluegrass, sod blends, turf type tall fescue, bentgrass
Sheidon & Craig Betterly (703) 361-8338

DAVISON GOLF, INC.
Isolite, Bio-Ject, Unimin Topdress & Mix, Ecsoil Lit & Gran. Fertilizer, Merenelle Humate, BentSod, Haz-Mat Fuel Vault, Clean Rack, Mulch, Orgro Compost, Hover Mowers, Inject-Pro FertSys, Cal Carb
Sales - Tim Rob (VA), Andy (MD) Service - Ken Braun (800) 613-6888 or (410) 590-2133

EDEN LAWN & LANDSCAPING, INC.
Landscape maintenance services for golf courses. Design & control tree & shrub diseases and pests; prune shrubs, hedges and ornamental trees, mushroom landscape bed; implement fertility & weed control programs.
MDA#23942/MIHC#47816
Mike Pots (410) 426-4254

EGYPT FARMS, INC.
Quality topdressing and construction blends, fertilizers, Bio-stimulants, wetting agents, soil conditioners, crumb rubber, Geo-Textile drains & fabrics
Contact: Dean Snyder, Cheryl Gauliney, Dave Cammarto, Steve Chrip, or Mary Thurn

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY RESOURCES, INC.
Carter B. McCamy, President Stream Stabilization, Landscaping, Permitting, Pond Management, Biological Engineering, Wetland Design, Stormwater Management (301) 208-0123 Fax (301) 208-0189

FINCH TURF EQUIPMENT, INC.
John Deere, Agrimetla, Landpride, Pronovost, and Ty-Crop Turf Equipment
Ray Finch, Tom Wojcik, Ed Childs, Larry Cosh, Michael Graebner, Dave Feldman Parts (800) 78DEERE, (410) 876-2211

FISSHER & SON COMPANY, INC.
237 East King Street, Malvern, PA 19355 (800) 282-2127 Fax (610)644-7791 Represented by Jack Roxbrough (703) 402-4481 Full service distribution of turf and ornamental control products, fertilizer, seed, soil amendments and top dressings.

G.L. CORNELL CO. @www.glcornell.com
Jacobsen, Ransomes, Cushman, Ryan; Club Car; Rainbird Irrigation, Pipe, Wire, Fittings, Pump Stations; Smithco, Turfco, National; Bernhard Grinders, John Bean, Brophyll, SDI Spayers. (800) 492-1373, (301) 948-2000, fax (301) 948-5367

GREEN MEADOWS TURF SUPPLY CO.
M.G. Whse: 445 E & F Walney Rd Chantilly, VA (800) 492-1373, (301) 948-5367 Represented by Jack Roxbrough (703) 449-0953

GREEN RELEAF
Seed, Native Grasses, Biological Plant Health Care Products, Pesticides, Soil Conditioners, Spreaders & Sprayers Whse: 445 E & F Walney Rd. Chantilly, VA (703) 449-0953
Bob Butterworth, Harry Findey, Herb Lea

GREEN RELEAF
The leader in Microbial Technology with tissue testing service. Contact your Koonz Distributor Bob Orazi, CGCS District Manager (410) 730-8871

HARFORD INDUSTRIAL MINERAL
Topdressing: TD 1000, 90/10, 70/30 & dried sand. Construction Blends: Cmplus, 6-2-2 & custom blends designed to meet your specific needs.
Dottie & Larry Stancill (410) 679-9111 (800) TOPDRESS (800) 867-3737

HYDRO DESIGNS, INC.
A consulting firm specializing in golf course irrigation, pump station design, irrigation system assessment, construction management for irrigation projects, and system troubleshooting of control systems and pump stations.
Michael Krones (301) 831-8404
Paul McMahon

KEEN CONSULTING, INC.
Professional soil & environmental services. All analytical work performed by Brookside Laboratories, Inc. an A2LA Certified Lab
J. Ben Stagg (410) 822-4479 Fax (410) 822-8274
Tony or Tak Keen (362) 697-8575

KIMBERLY TURF/TREE CENTER, INC.
650 Acres in Woodbine, MD Bluegrass & Tall Fescue Sod Production. B & B Shade and Flowering Trees (26" Cal.) Custom Lime & Fertilizing Services
Steve Cisal (800) 233-8282

LEBANON CHEMICAL CORP.
Manufacturers and formulators of Country Club Greenskeeper and Lebanon Pro Fertilizer and NX Pro Fertilizer. Paul Gross (800) 233-0628 Junior Ruckman (540) 869-2826

LESICO, INC.
A team of professionals, serving your turfgrass needs. Fertilizer, seed, repair parts, Equipment & golf course accessories.
Mark Bujac (301) 464-5903
Mike Eder (410) 288-2830
Tom Malehorn (410) 876-7474
Ed Walker (410) 531-5203

LOFTS SEED, INC. OF MD
"Where Great Grass Begins"
Quality Turfgrass Seed
Dave Thomas - MO, DE, N.VA, DC
Jeff Everhart - VA, WV
John Brader - Mgr.
Mary Collins - Customer Service (807)732-3332 www.turf.com

MCDONALD & SONS, INC.
Golf course construction and maintenance.
John McDonald John McDonald, II
Erik McDonald (410) 799-7740

MID-ATLANTIC EQUIPMENT CORP.
E-Z Go & Yamaha turf and utility vehicles, personnel carriers, new and used golf cars.
Rick Arnold, Gillet Boyce, Paul Tideman, and Myra Coggin (800) 982-3804

NEWSEOM SEED COMPANY
Grass Seed, Andrang & Lebanon Fertilizer
Sam Kessel (703) 242-0559 Pager: (703) 593-1042 (800) 441-4740
Jim Claxton (301) 409-5081 Strick Newsom (800) 553-2719 Fax: (301) 782-9644 Allen Bohrer (410) 850-5271 Pager: (410) 414-3270

NUTRAMAX LABORATORIES, INC.
Maxicrop, Radicular & Macro-Sorb Foliar, amino acid based biofertilizers for healthier turf & maximum protection from stress. Quelant-Ca, the calcium deficiency corrector.
George Barger (800) 925-5187
Jose' Casasola (410) 931-4000 Fax: (301) 762-5144
Direct Line (410) 931-7997

PRO-SEED TURF SUPPLY, INC.
Grass seed, fertilizers, pesticides, soil amendment products.
Roland Murphy (703) 963-3535 Fax: (800)753-SEED

R. E. WRIGHT, INC.
20 years of cost-effective groundwater development at golf courses in the Mid Atlantic area. Hydrogeologic studies including, well siting, aquifer analyses, permitting, engineering for well design water storage, pump houses, and distribution systems.
J. Lindaw (410) 876-0280
RUSSELL ROBERTS
Golf course design and construction.
26800 Grace Ct., Damascus, MD 20872
Jack Roberts (301) 253-4066

RYAN CORPORATION UNLIMITED
Golf Course Construction & Irrigation
Robert M. Ryan (540) 371-7028
Fax (540) 371-7132

A C SCHULTES, INC.
Irrigation well installation and rehabilitation. Repair and installation of booster pumps, motors, treatment equipment as well as construction of pumping stations and well houses. Call for flow testing, spring start up or winterizing of your wells and pumps.
John Gilmian (410) 841-6710
Fax (410) 841-6711

SCOTTS PROTURF
Soil testing, fertilizers, TGR, Fungicides, Herbicides, Insecticides, and application services.
Rich Schneider (301) 855-1366
Chuck Barber (757) 566-8668
Mike Del Biondo (717) 846-3552

SLEEPY HOLLOW TURF MGMT.
Floratine Innovative plant & soil products, Trion lifts & Teejet nozzles.
464 Ailes Road, Delta, PA 17314-8528
Sean Fifer, Sales Consultant (300) 958-2913

STANCILLS, INC.
Special sands and blending services for golf courses and athletic fields.
499 Mountain Hill Rd., Perryville, MD
Terry D. Stancill Phyllis Vaught (410) 939-2224

SUMMIT HALL TURF FARM, INC.
Meyer Z-52 Zoysia (sod or plugs), Supreme Bluegrass Blend (sod), Medallion Turf Type, Tall Fescue Blend (sod), Southshore/Crenshaw Bentgrass, Signature Bentgrass, UHS products (seed, fertilizer, chemicals & lime).
Brian Finger (301) 948-2900
Frank Wilmot

TERRA INTERNATIONAL
Pesticides, fertilizers, and seed, where you need them, when you need them.
Sharon Verchick (800) 762-3837
Pager (410) 535-6351

TEBCO IRRIGATION
Specializing in golf course irrigation, automation, service and repair, pump stations, trenching and root pruning.
Todd Bahnemann (301) 579-2628

THE CARE OF TREES
Aboricultural services, pruning, plant healthcare, IPM, removals, stump grinding, root pruning.
Ron Rubin, Joseph Christopher, Jeff Aten (301) 948-5885 or (703) 471-1427

TURF EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY CO
Toro equipment & irrigation, Foley & Neary grinders, Otterbine pond aerators, PSI pump stations, TrueSurface rollers, Toro Siteworks Systems, Aeravator, Air Drag, Buffalo Turbine Blowers.
Baltimore (410) 799-5575
D.C./Northern VA (301) 621-2975

YORK DISTRIBUTORS
Fungicides, insecticides, herbicides, Anderson Premium Grade Fertilizers, Grass Seed, Bioplex Root Stimulants, Nutriculture Soluble Fertilizer.
Tom Walsh Office (800) 235-6138
Pager (800) 255-4356
Fax (410) 696-8765

---

质量问题
草坪草品种

introducing the newest standard of turfgrass excellence
Emerald Quality
your best assurance of contaminant free grass seed !!!

Green Meadows Turf Supply Co., Inc.
4215-E & F Walney Rd. • Chantilly, VA 20151
(703) 449-0953 • FAX (703) 449-0753
Toll Free 1-888-891-0457
e-mail: gmts@bellatlantic.net